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Overview

Method (continued)

An AUV submerges into deep ocean to inspect underwater infrastructure.

10. Assign rewards to observed states Obs(s) → prior knowledge!
I Safe environment: no update.
0
0
I Obstacle avoidance: ∀s ∈ Obs(s) → Q(s , adang )  0.
0
0
I Pipe following: ∀s ∈ Obs(s) → Q(s , apipe )  0.
I Combination → keep safe but do not lose pipe.

Task requires: Proper decision-making and positional accuracy.
Underwater environment difficulties:
I No GPS.
I Signal attenuation.
I Multipath fading.
I Extreme and unpredictable
currents.
Goal:
I Keep localisation error under
control.
I Synthesise policy to safely
explore environment and inspect
pipeline.
Suggested approach
I

I
I
I
I

1 AUV (explorer) submerges, 3 AUVs (localisers) stationary on surface in an
equilateral triangle formation (GPS enabled).
Localisation via trilateration after exchange of acoustic links.
LTL to express properties.
Q-learning to synthesise policy.
Observations (sensors, camera) to assign appropriate rewards.

Obstacle avoidance.

Pipe following.

Combination.

11. Take action using LCRL and update Q-values accordingly:




Q(s, a) ← Q(s, a) + µ R(s, a) − Q(s, a) + γmax(Q(s0, a0)) ,
a0 ∈As

Q(s00, a00) ← Q(s00, a00).

(6)

12. Repeat 8-11 until whole pipe inspected.

Results
1. Effect of length l of equilateral triangle (case: straight unobscured pipe).

This differs from classic Q-learning!
I
I
I

No luxury to learn from mistakes (expensive equipment).
Ability to update Q-values of not visited state (observations).
No need to run multiple incidences to learn - continuous learning!
l = 500

l = 1000

l = 1500

2. Localisation and navigation: test cases.
Method
1. Model environment as a MDP M = (S, s̄, A, P, R):
I S is a set of states,
I s̄ ∈ S is an initial state,
I A is a set of actions,
I P is a partial probabilistic transition function,
I R = (RS , RA ) is a reward structure.

Straight unobscured pipe,
vertical movement.

Future work
I

3. Create LDBA from LTL property:

I

p

I
I

start

s ∧ ¬p

p

Straight angular pipe,
horizontal movement.

(1)

”ALWAYS keep safe AND eventually find pipe
AND once pipe found, ALWAYS follow pipe”

¬p

Straight obscured pipe,
horizontal movement.

Localisation very accurate in vertical, but fails in horizontal movement.
Synthesised navigation policy very effective under difficult scenarios.

2. Define LTL property of reachability + safety:
s ∧ ♦p ∧ (p → p).

Straight unobscured pipe,
horizontal movement.

Sophisticated localisation techniques, e.g. SLAM/Kalman filter.
Account for energy constraints.
Less risk-averse localisation and navigation.
Multiagent set-up.
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4. Create product MDP between M and the automaton.
5. Initialise all voxels with same Q(s, a) values.
6. Initial position s̄ of explorer: centre of equilateral triangle, on surface.
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